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Summary and Outlook.

LHC as a High Energy γγ Collider

“The γγ- Resonance  that Stole Christmas”

To refresh our memory
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CENTRAL EXCLUSIVE  PRODUCTION    PROCESSES

CEP
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(

(Laurent’s talk)



6how close the RPs can safely approach the beam ?

(Rafal’s talk) 
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(SuperChic 2   HKR-1508.02718)

C.F. von Weizsacker, 1934

E.J. Williams , 1934

E. Fermi, 1925

(Christophe, Lucian)
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(Lucian’s talk)

In fact, the situation is more 

complicated due to the effects 

caused by the polarization structure 

of the  production amplitude.



� (Lucian’s talk)



First fully differential implementation of soft survival factor – SuperChic 2 MC

event generator- HKR, ArHiv:1508.02718

Process dependence
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“The γγ- Resonance  that Stole Christmas”

ATLAS &CMS seminar on 15 Dec. 2015

The ATLAS announcement of a 3.6 σ local excess in diphotons with  invariant mass ~750 GeV

in first batch of LHC Run –II data, combined with CMS  announcing  2.6 σ local excess.

EW Moriond, 17.03.2016

Theoretical community –frenzy of model building: >150 papers within a month.

Unprecedented explosion in the number of exploratory papers.

So far ‘most statistically significant’ deviation from SM at the LHC.

(About 400 papers currently)

If not a statistical fluctuation, 

a natural minimal interpretation:

scalar/pseudoscalar resonance coupling dominantly to  photons.

+ many  more 

750

GeV
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The simplest model.

Allows the most precise theoretical predictions.

Provides strong motivations for the CT-PPS and AFP 
projects.

‘Easier’ scenario experimentally
(BG, limit. jet activity or missing Et)

and ‘easier’ to shoot down experimentally.

750

GeV

What if this is due to a new state R  which couples dominantly to photons ?
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arXiv:1604.06446
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Brand new idea of combining BLM  with LHC detectors for CEP physics searches.

Risto Orava et al 1604.05778

(Risto’s talk)



Main aim: to



(Lucian’s talk)





HKR      1601.03772
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Assuming the 750 GeV- resonance survives and  couples dominantly to photons :

Main aim: to

Resonance spin-parity, searches for CP-violating effects 
via the asymmetry in proton  distributions...

HKR-

Within this scenario if                                 , then 

arXiv:1601.07187

� With good missing mass resolution: separation between resonance states.

�

�

�

Exclusive case 
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Important consequences of the          production: 

depletion of multi-jet activity ( due to  the ‘coherent’ photon component);

Asymmetric jet distribution;

Comparatively low transverse momentum of the resonance.
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Summary 

Absorption effects in photon-induced ‘CEP’ processes at the LHC could be

quite sizeable and should be accounted for, in particular for precise comparison

most
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LOOKING FORWARD TO  2016  ARUN! 

RICH PHYSICS PROGRAM ON THE WAY !
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Installed !

(gg-mechanism)





(Lucian’s talk)
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In principle: a possibility to search for invisible modes (dark matter particles etc),

sharp peak in the missing mass spectrum

but extremely challenging if  not impossible

H

(BKMR , Eur.Phys.J. C36 (2004) 503-507 )

(in the large pile-up environment) 

For   high total width -sizeable branchings into other SM (or BSM) particles.

New colourless  heavy fermions:

(still relatively unconstrained,   (                       ) )
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arXiv:1601.07167

with my Durham hat on


